EXECUTIVE EDUCATION

UTA 7th Promotion
Organised by the DGAC and ENAC
A vocational training cycle aimed at high potentials in the European air transport ecosystem

To acquire a 360° vision of air transport and aircraft construction in 6 modules

http://www.enac.fr/uta
The ambition of ENAC, a leading European school of international air transport, for a excellent training

A transformation vector

- To share within the aeronautics and European air transport sector a common vision of transport and its challenges in the world.
- To create networks and common benchmarks
- To fluidify the transformations of the European ecosystem by taking the necessary distance, going beyond the self and anticipating risks
- To promote economic intelligence and collective intelligence
- To contribute to the co-construction of European air transport policies

A progress vector

- Help strengthen a common aviation culture and grow the human capital of the sector
- Prepare executives and high-potentials for higher responsibilities
- Eventually build breeding grounds and enhance professional careers within the European ecosystem
- Promote unprecedented learning in management and teamwork in a sector undergoing geopolitical, economic, societal, environmental, technical and digital change

A Understanding vector

- The policies and strategies of each key player in the aeronautics sector
- Societal and environmental challenges
- The digital revolution
- Innovation and value creation
- Coopetition
- The evolution of economic models
- Economic and financial risks
- Safety and security

Contacts

Marie HUSSON, UTA organizational coordinator at ENAC
05 62 17 45 74
marie.husson@enac.fr

Francis MASSE, UTA pedagogical Director at ENAC
07 78 38 05 13
francis-p.masse-ext@enac.fr

Sylvie GAY, Communication at ENAC
05 62 17 40 16
sylvie.gay@enac.fr
A new educational format for a 360° look at the ecosystem

- Conferences of recognized professionals from the aviation sector or other industrial sectors
- Participatory round tables on operational or prospective themes, Learning expeditions and company visits
- Exercises and scenarios
- Collaborative promotion work in the form of an Executive Summary
- Collective time for discussion, synergy between promotions towards a European UTA community with stakeholders and companies

High-level French, European and non-European speakers

- Around a hundred professionals in the aeronautics and air transport sector, CEOs, HRDs, Experts and strategists
- Experienced contributors in other economic sectors
- National and European elected officials in charge of aeronautical, transport and environmental issues
- Great witnesses
- Speakers, transport historians or scientists, and specialist consultants
- Key players in the media and specialized written press, trade unions or professional associations, NGOs, lobbyists

Public / private and European governance

- With the DGAC and ENAC, Airbus, Dassault, ADP, Thales, FNAM, UAF and 3AF, are mobilizing for the success of this training within the framework of the UTA strategic committee, as well as other sponsors CEPS and the “Academy of Air and Space
- A scientific and educational council led by the Studies and Research Department of ENAC
- An educational team
- An «Open Skies» forum dedicated to UTA as part of a cooperation between ENAC and Air & Cosmos

French or European listeners

- Auditors are engineers, executives or managers with high potential according to criteria specific to their industry or organization. They have an excellent command of English and French. They are open to technical, managerial and strategic questions and are considered by their organization as real talents on which to rely for the present and the future.
A program always updated

Module 1 - From March 6-10, 2023
Aix en Provence
Understanding the ecosystem

Module 2 - From April 3-7, 2023
Toulouse
Role of economic and industrial players

Module 3 - From May 22-26, 2023
European city to be confirmed
New challenges, impacts on air transport

Module 4 - From September 18-22, 2023
Roissy
Safety, capability and security in operational mode

Module 5 - From October 23-27, 2023
Madrid
Risk’s anticipation

Module 6 - From 4-8 December, 2023
Brussels
Europe and International

Program cost: €15,000

Registration
uta@enac.fr